ZAC du Bois Chaland
10, rue du Bois Chaland
CE 2904 LISSES
91029 EVRY Cedex

Tel
: 01 60 86 08 48
Fax
: 01 60 86 05 48
Email : infos@synergie4.com
Site Web : http://synergie4.com

Getting to Synergie4
From Paris by train :







Take RER ligne D
(Châtelet, Gare du Nord ou
Gare de Lyon)
Take the direction Corbeil via Evry
Courcouronnes
Get off the train at Evry Courcouronnes
station
To call us: +33 1 60 86 08 48
Take station : Place des Droits de L’homme

From Lyon by the A6 highway :










Take the A6 highway direction Paris
Take exit "Villabé - Aire de Lisses"
( TOTAL service station)
Take the right, direction Villabé just before
the TOTAL service station.
Leave the roundabout at the first exit
After the bridge over the highway, keep
straight on at the next roundabout, take
direction Mennecy
At the next big roundabout, leave at the first
exit.
Keep straight on for 500 meters
At the following roundabout, take the second
exit right (Zone du Bois Chaland)
Straight ahead roughly 800 meters, Synergie4
is on the left just before the Mercure hotel

From Paris by the A6 highway :







Take the exit "Lisses Z.I. / Villabé / Aire de
Lisses" (TOTAL station and IKEA)
Take the first right, (direction IKEA)
Continue straight to the traffic lights
Turn right
At the roundabout, take the second right (ZAC
du Bois Chaland)
Straight ahead roughly 800 meters, Synergie4
is on the left just before the Mercure hotel

Coming from the East









Take the A104 (Francilienne), direction Evry
When the A104 joins the A6 highway, (after
Corbeil), take "Lyon" direction
After 500 meters : "Lisses Z.I. / Villabé /
Aire de Lisses" (TOTAL station and IKEA)
Take the first right, (direction IKEA)
Continue straight to the traffic lights
Turn right, (direction Evry)
At the roundabout, take the second right (ZAC
du Bois Chaland)
Straight ahead approximately 800 meters,
Synergie4 is on the left just before the
Mercure hotel

Coming from the West








Take the A104 (Francilienne) Evry direction
Exit "Evry-Centre" (after the exit
"Bondoufle")
At the first roundabout, go straight towards
"Evry",
Continue straight until next roundabout
(Don’t follow Evry direction, keep left)
At the second roundabout, take the second
right " Lisses" direction
At the third roundabout, take the third right
(Zone du Bois Chaland)
Synergie4 is on the right just after the Mercure
hotel

From Paris by the A6 highway

